Diabetic retinopathy (DR), one of the leading causes of vision loss worldwide, is characterized by neurovascular disorders. Emerging evidence has demonstrated retinal neurodegeneration in the early pathogenesis of DR, and no treatment has been developed to prevent the early neurodegenerative changes that precede detectable microvascular disorders. Bone marrow CD133 þ stem cells with revascularization properties exhibit neuroregenerative potential. However, whether CD133 þ cells can ameliorate the neurodegeneration at the early stage of DR remains unclear. In this study, mouse bone marrow CD133 þ stem cells were immunomagnetically isolated and analyzed for the phenotypic characteristics, capacity for neural differentiation, and gene expression of neurotrophic factors. After being labeled with enhanced green fluorescent protein, CD133 þ cells were intravitreally transplanted into streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetic mice to assess the outcomes of visual function and retina structure and the mechanism underlying the therapeutic effect. We found that CD133 þ cells co-expressed typical hematopoietic/endothelial stem/progenitor phenotypes, could differentiate to neural lineage cells, and expressed genes of robust neurotrophic factors in vitro. Functional analysis demonstrated that the transplantation of CD133 þ cells prevented visual dysfunction for 56 days. Histological analysis confirmed such a functional improvement and showed that transplanted CD133 þ cells survived, migrated into the inner retina (IR) over time and preserved IR degeneration, including retina ganglion cells (RGCs) and rod-on bipolar cells. In addition, a subset of transplanted CD133 þ cells in the ganglion cell layer differentiated to express RGC markers in STZ-induced diabetic retina. Moreover, transplanted CD133 þ cells expressed brain-derived neurotrophic factors (BDNFs) in vivo and increased the BDNF level in STZ-induced diabetic retina to support the survival of retinal cells. Based on these findings, we suggest that transplantation of bone marrow CD133 þ stem cells represents a novel approach to ameliorate visual dysfunction and the underlying IR neurodegeneration at the early stage of DR.
Introduction
Diabetic retinopathy (DR), the most common visionthreatening complication of diabetes mellitus (DM), is one of the leading causes of blindness among working-aged adults worldwide [1] [2] [3] . The prevalence of DR continues to increase due to the increasing DM population, which is estimated to increase to 552 million worldwide by 2030 4 . Patients with DR suffer severe sight-threatening stages, including diabetic macular edema (DME) and proliferative diabetic retinopathy 1 . DR also confers a high risk of life-threatening vascular damage, such as stroke and heart disease, to DM patients 2 . DR is primarily characterized by gradually progressive retinal vascular disorders involving dysfunction and loss of endothelial cells and pericytes, which causes damage to retinal vascular integrity 5 , resulting in blood-retinal barrier breakdown, hemorrhage, neovascularization and ultimately blindness 5, 6 . Nevertheless, mounting evidence has demonstrated that retina neurodegeneration occurs earlier before the onset of any visible vascular changes [7] [8] [9] [10] , and may participate in the development of microvascular damage 8 . Thus, DR was recently proposed as a neurovascular degenerative disease involving the retina 9, 11, 12 . Although the underlying mechanisms by which DM induces neuronal degeneration and dysfunction in retina are still not clear, the survival and function of retinal neurons seem to be independently affected by hyperglycemia 8 . Emerging evidence has demonstrated that neuronal death in the inner retina (IR), which contributes largely to the impaired visual functions 7 and reduced retina thickness 13, 14 in the development of DR, can be detected before microvascular abnormalities 7 . Retina ganglion cells (RGCs) and rod-on bipolar cells (RBCs), located in the IR, have been reported to be the most vulnerable cells in diabetes 8, 15 . Loss of these cells results in impaired retinal electrophysiological responses, visual acuity and contrast sensitivity 8, 15, 16 . In addition, many studies have demonstrated that the downregulation of neuroprotective factors compromises the neuroprotection against diabetic-induced neuronal damages in the diabetic retina, including nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), glial-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF), and ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF), thereby accelerating neuronal death 8 . Current treatments for DR including laser photocoagulation, intravitreal anti-vascular endothelial growth factor, corticosteroids and vitreoretinal surgery, however, are focused on the late-stage vascular changes that severely impeding visions, such as DME, hemorrhage, or fibrosis 5, 17 , and show limited success and cause unavoidable side effects 5, 8, 18 . In addition, there is no agreed treatment to delay disease progression, particularly at earlier stages, before these approaches are applied 19 . Recent clinical trials for retinal degenerative disease, such as age-related macular degeneration or retinitis pigmentosa, have proven stem cell therapy to be safe and efficient 20, 21 . The similarities among these degenerative diseases and DR in terms of neuronal loss 9, 22 and lacked endogenous regenerative mechanisms [22] [23] [24] have inspired investigations of cell-based therapies for DR 6, 25 . Previous stem cell transplantation studies on DR [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , such as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) [26] [27] [28] 33 or vascular progenitor cells 29, 30 , have reported efficacy for vascular restorations. However, the effects of these cells on neural disorders are controversial 26, 27, 31 . In addition, the type of stem cell that is appropriate for DR treatment remains to be elucidated 25 . CD133 (prominin-1/AC133), a stem cell marker 34, 35 , has been detected in hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSCs/ HPCs), neuroepithelial stem cells 34 , epithelial progenitor cells (EPCs) 36 , lung progenitor cells 37 and cancer stem cells 34 . CD133-positive (CD133 þ ) cells can self-renew and differentiate into cells of three germ layers 34 and can secret abundant trophic and immunosuppressive factors [37] [38] [39] . This regenerative potential of CD133 þ cells is appealing for applications in ischemic or neural disease and has demonstrated success [40] [41] [42] . Moreover, CD133 þ cell isolation from bone marrow or peripheral blood is relatively safe, with limited ethical concerns 25 . Recent studies on neural disorders including spinal injury 39, 42 and stroke 38 have proven that, CD133
þ cells exhibit prominent neuroregenerative potential, displaying enhanced axonal growth and functional restoration compared with CD133 -cells 39 . However, the therapeutic effect of CD133 þ cells against neurodegeneration in DR has not yet been assessed.
These findings prompted us to hypothesize that the intravitreal transplantation of CD133 þ stem cells from mouse bone marrow might prevent retina degeneration and visual dysfunctions in streptozotocin (STZ)-induced type 1 diabetic mice with early-stage DR. Furthermore, the therapeutic effect of these cell-based regenerative events was monitored to investigate the underlying mechanisms. Our results demonstrated that CD133 þ cells, representing a hematopoietic/endothelial progenitor population in the bone marrow, are capable of expressing neurotrophic factor genes and differentiating into neural-like cells in vitro. Transplanted CD133
þ cells survive and migrate into the IR, partially differentiate to express neural markers, increase the BDNF level in the retina, prevent IR degeneration including abnormal RBC and RGC loss and, thus, contribute to visual rehabilitation of impaired electroretinogram (ERG) and optomotor responses in STZ mice with early DR.
Materials and Methods

Animals and Diabetes Induction
All animals were housed according to the Third Military Medical University (TMMU) guidelines. All animal protocols were conducted according to the guidance approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of TMMU. C57BL/6 mice were housed at constant temperature and humidity under a 12-h light/dark cycle and fed standard diet and water.
The 8-week-old male C57BL/6 mice were randomly assigned to receive a single intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of 150 mg/kg STZ (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) or vehicle (0.1 M citrate buffer, pH 4.5) as previously described 14 . The fasting blood glucose (FBG) level was measured with an Accu-Chek Performa glucometer system (Roche Diagnostic, Mannheim, Germany) using blood from the tail vein and the weights were recorded before each experiment after fasting for at least 4 hours. Mice with FBG level >16.7 mmol/l 2 days after STZ injection were regarded as diabetic mice and were included in the experiments. The injection day was regarded as day 0.
Isolation and Expansion of Mouse Bone MarrowDerived CD133
þ Stem Cells
The tibias and femurs from 8-week-old male C57BL/6 mice were extracted, and the bone marrow was flushed as described previously 43 . Bone marrow mononuclear cells (BMNCs) were then isolated by density-gradient centrifugation with Ficoll-Paque PREMIUM 1.084 (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, United Kingdom). CD133 þ cells were separated from BMNCs with anti-mouse-prominin-1 microbeads (Miltenyi MACS; Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA, USA) using a magnetically activated cell sorter (Miltenyi Biotec). Freshly isolated cells were seeded at 2Â10 5 cells/well in 24-well plates (NEST, China) pre-coated with 0.015 mg/ml poly-L-lysine (PLL; Sigma-Aldrich) and vitronectin (Gibco, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The cells were then cultured in alpha minimal essential medium (aMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 IU/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin (Gibco), 100 ng/ml stem cell factor, 100 ng/ml FMS-like tyrosine kinase-3 ligand, 20 ng/ml interleukin-6 and 20 ng/ ml leukemia inhibitory factor (PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA) according to previous studies with slight modifications 39, [44] [45] [46] at 37 C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO 2 . The cells were harvested with 0.05% trypsin/ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA; Invitrogen) before passaging.
Phenotypes of CD133
þ cells
To analyze the purity and phenotypes of CD133 þ cells before and after isolation, flow cytometry was performed as described previously 47 . Briefly, either whole BMNCs, or CD133 þ cells from freshly isolated or different passages were incubated with mouse CD133 (phycoerythrin [PE]-conjugated; Miltenyi Biotec/eBioscience), CD34 (fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated), CD45, CD117 (c-kit), CD184 (CXCR4), CD31, CD309 (vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR)2/kinase insert domain receptor (KDR)), CD90, and major histocompatibility complex (MHC) II (all allophycocyanin [APC]-conjugated) antibodies or matched isotype controls (Miltenyi Biotec). Cells were then analyzed using a FACSCalibur Flow Cytometer (BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA, USA). At least 10,000 cells were collected for each sample and analyzed using FlowJo software (Ashland, OR, USA).
Proliferation Assays of CD133
þ Cells
The cells were cultured for analyses of morphology changes and population doubling time among different passages. All phase-contrast pictures were taken using a microscopy system (Zeiss, Carl Zeiss Jena, Germany). The population doubling time was calculated as the average duration time needed for CD133 þ cells to expand to the next generation.
Neural Differentiation Assays of CD133 þ Cells in Vitro
Neural differentiation protocols were performed as previously described with slight modifications [47] [48] [49] . Cells were plated on PLL-and laminin-coated (Gibco) 24-well coverslips at 10,000 cells/well and cultured for 14 days in neurobasal medium supplemented with 50ÂB27 and 100ÂN2 (Invitrogen), 20 ng/ml epidermal growth factor, 20 ng/ml basic fibroblast growth factor (PeproTech) and either free serum or 10% FBS to induce neuronal or glial cell differentiation, respectively.
Gene Expression Profiles of Neurotrophic Factors
Real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RTqPCR) was performed as previously described 50 to explore the gene expression of neurotrophic factors including NGF, BDNF, GDNF and CNTF on CD133 þ cells. Briefly, freshly isolated CD133 þ cells, CD133 À cells and BMNCs were harvested and suspended in TRIZOL reagent (SigmaAldrich) to extract total RNA according to manufacturer's instructions, and total RNA was then quantified with a spectrophotometric instrument (NanoDrop). Reverse cDNA transcription of 1 mg RNA was performed using a PrimeScript RT Reagent Kit (Takara, Takara Biotechnology (Dalian) Co., Ltd., Liaoning, China) according to manufacturer's descriptions. RT-qPCR was conducted using a CFX96 RT-PCR System (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) based on a SYBR Green qPCR Mix (Dongsheng Biotech Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, China) according to manufacturer's instructions. The genes of interest and a reference gene (b-actin) were simultaneously analyzed on the same cDNA sample. Relative expression was calculated by the 2 ÀDDC(t) method. The primer sequences of factors above were described previously 27 and purchased from Sangon Biotech (Sangon Biotech Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China).
Labeling of CD133
þ Cells CD133 þ cells were transfected with lentiviruses containing the cDNA encoding enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP; GeneChem, Shanghai, China) according to manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, cells were seeded at 1Â10 5 cells/cm 2 and cultured for 72 h at 37 C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO 2. The cells were visualized with a fluorescence microscope (Zeiss), and the purity was determined by flow cytometry before transplantation.
Transplantation of CD133
On day 28 post-STZ injections, mice from the STZ group were randomly selected to receive an intravitreal administration of EGFP-labeled CD133 þ cells (1Â10 5 in 1 ml) in the right eye, whereas phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 1 ml) was administered to the left eye. The mice were lightly anesthetized with an i.p. injection of 1% pentobarbital sodium (50 mg/kg) and topically anesthetized with a drop of oxybuprocaine. The injection was carefully and slowly administered using a 33-gauge syringe (Hamilton Storage, Franklin, MA, USA) into the vitreous body through the pars plana. The untreated mice from the STZ group and agematched mice from the vehicle group served as controls. All mice were then tested as follows on the 28th and 56th day post-transplantation (Post-D28 and Post-D56).
ERG Recording
The procedures were performed as described previously 27, [51] [52] [53] . Briefly, mice (n¼12 eyes per group on Post-D28 and n¼10 eyes per group on Post-D56) were dark-adapted overnight for recording under dim red light. After anesthetization, mice were kept warm on a heating pad maintained at 37 C; the pupils were dilated with one drop of phenylephrine and accommodation blocked with one drop of tropicamide. The ERG responses from both eyes were simultaneously recorded between a gold corneal recording electrode and stainless-steel scalp reference electrodes with a 0.1-300 Hz bandpass filter, while oscillatory potential (OP) responses were recorded with a 70-300 Hz bandpass filter at flash intensity 0.5 log (cdÁsÁm À2 ;0 dB). The sum of OP amplitude ( P OPs) was expressed as the sum of the first four OPs (OP1-OP4). The recordings were made using Roland Electrophysiological Systems hardware (Brandenburg, Germany) and a Reti-scan system (Roland Consult, Havel, Germany).
Optomotor Response for Visual Acuity
The procedures were performed as described previously 54, 55 and illustrated later in Fig. 3C . Dark-adapted mice (n¼12 eyes per group on Post-D28 and n¼10 eyes per group on Post-D56) were prepared overnight and placed on the platform at the center of a chamber composed of three computer monitors displaying waves with varied spatial frequency (0.05-0.5 cycle/degree) under scotopic conditions. The mice were habituated for 2 minutes with a gray visual display at the beginning. The rotation speed (12 /s) and contrast (100%) were kept constant. The visual acuity was determined as the highest special frequency based on the observation of head-tracking movements consistent with directions of the stimulus by two individual observers. The right and left eyes were distinguished by their differential sensitivity to anti-clockwise and clockwise rotations, respectively as described previously 54 .
Immunofluorescence Analysis
Tissue or cell preparations and immunofluorescence staining were performed as previously described 27, 47, 50 . For immunofluorescence histochemistry, the eyes (n¼5 eyes per group at each time point) were extracted after mice were sacrificed and then prefixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) at room temperature for 30 min. The anterior segments were then removed using a microscope (Olympus) and fixed in 4% PFA for an additional 2 hours. Subsequently, the eyes were prepared for either frozen sections or whole mounts. For frozen sections, eyes were infiltrated with 30% sucrose overnight at 4 C and then embedded with the optimal cutting temperature (Sakura). Subsequently, 10-mm-thick sections were cut in the sagittal plane using a freezing microtome (Leica, Leica Biosystems, Shanghai, China). For whole mounts, retinas were dissected into four equal parts from the optic nerve (OPN) to peripheral retina and flattened onto glass slides. For immunofluorescence cytochemistry, cells were plated on pre-coated coverslips and then fixed with 4% PFA. After preparation, the samples were incubated with 3% bovine serum albumin and 0.3% Triton X-100 (Beyotime, Shanghai, China) followed by primary antibodies (Table  1 ) overnight at 4 C and then with fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies (Table 1 ) at 37 C for 1 hour. The retinal capillaries were stained with isolectin GS-IB4 from Griffonia simplicifolia (5 mg/ml, Alexa Fluor ® 568, Life Technology, Grand Island, NY, USA). Nuclei were counterstained with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Sigma-Aldrich). Confocal images were obtained using a confocal microscopy system (Zeiss LSM 800).
Quantitative Analysis of Histochemistry
The survival and differentiation of transplanted cells were assessed by cell counts as previously described 54, 56 with a little modification. Retinal sections were counterstained with DAPI to highlight the different layers of the retina. The nuclei of the transplanted cells (green) were used to define the cell bodies and the location in retina. For quantification of retina layer thickness, all measures were made manually on retina section images using ZEN software (Zeiss). Images were taken at the same distance from the midperipheral regions (150-200 mm from the optic disk) at Â20 magnification as before 53 . Retinal sections were counterstained with DAPI to highlight the different layers of the retina. The thickness of individual retina layer was determined as described previously 55 , and was averaged for three eyes per group. The number of cells in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) was counted with DAPI showing the nuclei, and was averaged to the number of cells per 100 mm for at least three eyes per group. In some experiments, quantification of number and the length of dendrites and axons of RBCs identified with protein kinase alpha (PKCa) were performed.
Measurement of the length of dendrites and axons of RBCs has been described previously 57 . For the fluorescence intensity measures of BDNF, mean intensity pixels with BDNF label after subtracting background in images were obtained using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) as previously described 58 . Each image was evaluated with uniform rectangle areas (at least three areas per image) to obtain the mean intensity pixels. The intensity values were then averaged for at least five images from three eyes per group.
Western Blotting
Western blotting was performed as previously described 47 . The retinas (n¼3 eyes per group at each time point) were lysed in an ice-cold mixture of radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer and proteinase inhibitor (Beyotime, Shanghai, China) and the concentration was measured using the bicinchoninic acid assay (Beyotime). A total of 20 mg of protein were separated using 10-12% sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE, Beyotime) and transferred onto polyvinylidene fluoride membranes (Bio-rad). The membranes were blocked with Tween-20 Tris-buffered saline (12.5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6,75 mM NaCl and 0.1% Tween-20 [Beyotime, Shanghai, China]) containing 5% fat-free milk for 1 h at room temperature and incubated with primary antibodies (Table 1 ) over night at 4 C and then with peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies (Table 1) for 1 h at room temperature. Chemiluminescent results were detected using the Odyssey infrared imaging system (LICOR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA) and analyzed using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) with b-actin as an internal control.
Statistical Analysis
All experiments were individually repeated at least three times. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 22.0 (Chicago, IL, USA). Data were presented as the mean + standard error of the mean (SEM) and plotted with GraphPad Prism 6.0c. Student's two-tailed t tests were used to compare differences between two samples. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey's protected leastsignificant difference post-hoc test was used for multiple comparisons. Differences were accepted as significant at P<0.05.
Results
Isolation and Expansion of Mouse Bone Marrow CD133
To determine whether CD133 (prominin-1) selection was useful for bone marrow stem cells, flow cytometry analysis was performed, and the results showed that the percentage of CD133 þ cells in mouse BMNCs was 8.78+4.63% (Fig. 1A ). CD133 þ cells were then immunomagnetically isolated at a purity of approximately 93.23+1.05% (Fig.  1B) . Immunofluorescence staining verified that these isolated cells expressed CD133 (Fig. 1C) .
Flow cytometry was then performed to analyze the expression of bone marrow stem/progenitor phenotypes in freshly isolated CD133 þ cells (Fig. 1D ). Fresh CD133 þ cells expressed high levels of the hematopoietic lineage marker CD45 (90.17+4.01%), the HSC/HPC markers CD117 (75.21+2.61%) and CD34 (24.26+21.43%), and the endothelial line markers CD31 (24.59+5.60%) and CD309 (11.53+1.42%), low levels of chemokine receptor CD184 (6.04+6.09%) and the immunosuppressive marker MHC II (8.33+5.65%), and were negative for MSC marker CD90. These data demonstrated that CD133 þ cells represented a hematopoietic/endothelial progenitor fraction in bone marrow.
Since CD133 þ cells account for a small fraction in BMNCs, expansion of these cells is needed before transplantation 39 . After sorting, the positive cells were plated and cultured to expand. To determine the relatively optimal generations of cultured CD133 þ cells, expanded CD133 þ cells were synchronously evaluated the above-described phenotypes (Fig. 1E) and growth characteristics (Fig. 1F and G 
þ cells gradually lost their specific marker of CD133 (Fig. 1E1) before the third passage (P3: 67.07+16.68%) and rapidly after then (P6: 12.14+8.72%). Moreover, the expression level of CD45 (Fig. 1E2) was decreased, whereas the expression of CD34 (Fig. 1E2 ) increased after passaging. Markers including CD117, CD184 (Fig. 1E2) , CD31, and CD309 (Fig. 1E3 ) reached highest expression in P3 CD133 þ cells and then declined afterwards, whereas MHC II (Fig. 1E3 ) reached lowest expression in P3 CD133 þ cells and then increased afterwards. Intriguingly, expanded CD133 þ cells acquired expression of CD90, which was not present at the moment of isolation, after passaged six times (P6: 24.60+6.58%; Fig. 1E3 ).
We then investigated the morphological changes ( Fig. 1F ) and population doubling time (Fig. 1G ) of CD133 þ cells from different passaging times and found that the cells, when first plated, exhibited the morphology of two populations: a large number of round non-adherent cells with small cell clusters and a small number of adherent cells with pseudopodia (Fig. 1F1) . These cells retained their morphologic features ( Fig. 1F2 ) and were passaged relatively rapidly until P6 (Fig. 1G) . In P6 cells, when the cultured cells had largely lost expression of CD133, CD117, CD184, CD31, CD309, and acquired expression of CD90 (Fig. 1E) , most of cells were adherent and polymorphic (Fig. 1F3 ).
These data demonstrated that CD133 þ cells changed their intrinsic stem/progenitor characteristics over time in culture. In term of phenotype alterations (Fig. 1E ) and related growth characteristics ( Fig. 1F and G 
) of expanded CD133
þ cells, cells passaged no more than three times, which showed: (1) relatively minimal loss of CD133 phenotype; (2) relatively higher expression of hematopoietic/endothelial progenitor and chemokine receptor phenotypes; (3) relatively lower expression of immunosuppression marker; and (4) a relatively rapid expansion rate, were used in the following experiments.
Characterization of CD133 þ cells: The Capacities of Neural Differentiation and Gene Expression of Neurotrophic Factors
Previous studies have demonstrated that the CD133 phenotype is expressed on neural stem/progenitor cells 59 , and CD133 þ cells from human bone marrow can differentiate to neural lineage cells in vitro 60 . To confirm this, the cells were seeded under the corresponding differentiation conditions. After being cultured for 14 days in neural medium, the cells altered their shape and formed colonies with round cells surrounded by adherent cells that spread radially (Fig. 1H1) . Immunofluorescence staining showed that they acquired expression of the neural phenotypes including neuron marker bIII-tubulin (Tuj1; Fig. 1H2 ) and glial marker glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP; Fig. 1H3 ).
Bone marrow stem/progenitor cells have been documented to secrete a broad range of neurotrophic factors for cell survival and regeneration 21 . Apart from the neural differentiation potential, CD133 þ cells have been reported to express a broad range of trophic factors including neurotrophic factors 38, 39 . To clarify the neurotrophic effects of CD133 þ cells in vitro, RT-qPCR was first performed to investigate gene expression of neurotrophic factors in CD133 þ cells (Fig. 1I ). CD133 -cells and BMNCs served as controls. The mRNA expression level was normalized to those in BMNCs as 1. Significance was found among three groups. We observed significant increases in the mRNA levels of NGF ( Fig. 1I1 
Transplantation of CD133
þ Cells Survives and Migrates to the IR in STZ-Induced Diabetic Mice with Early-Stage DR To test our hypothesis that CD133 þ cells can ameliorate neural dysfunction and degeneration at early stage of DR, the DM mouse model was first established by administering a single dose of 150 mg/kg STZ i.p. to adult male C57BL/6 mice. STZ mice displayed significantly higher levels of FBG (P<0.01) but lower weight (P<0.05) than vehicle mice from the third day after DM induction, and these features were maintained for up to 140 days (Fig. 2B) .
In light of previous studies on the development of DR in STZ mice 14, 61 , early DR neuronal degeneration was identified on D28, D56 and D84 before transplantation (Supplementary Fig. 1 ) in STZ mice compared with age-matched vehicle mice. STZ-induced diabetic mice experienced progressive changes of early DR over time from D28 after DM induction, which were characterized by significantly reduced scotopic ERG and OPs responses ( Supplementary  Fig. 1A , C, and D) and IR cell loss, including RGC and RBC degenerations ( Supplementary Fig. 1B, E, and F) . Therefore, CD133
þ cell transplantation was performed on STZ mice on D28 after DM induction. The effect of transplantation was assessed on Post-D28 and Post-D56, as illustrated in Fig. 2A .
Before transplantation, cultured CD133 þ cells were labeled with EGFP by lentiviral infection (Fig. 2C) to better evaluate the effect of cell treatments. Three days after transfection, CD133
þ cells maintained their morphology (Fig.  2C1 ) and were labeled with green fluorescence (Fig. 2C2  and C3 ). Flow cytometry analyses showed that approximately 97.10+0.28% of the CD133 þ cells were labeled with EGFP (Fig. 2C4) . We traced transplanted EGFP-labeled CD133 þ cells in the retina from STZþCD133 þ group compared with STZþPBS group on Post-D28 and Post-D56 (Fig. 2D-G) . Donor cells were mainly located in the VC (Fig. 2(d)1) and some of them migrated to the GCL (Fig.  2D2 and D3 ), inner nuclear layer (INL) and inner plexiform layer (IPL) (Fig. 2D2) . Approximately 20,000 cells and 7000 cells survived on Post-D28 and Post-D56, respectively, and demonstrated a significantly decreased number of survived EGFP þ cells over time on Post-D56 compared with Post-D28 (P<0.01; Fig. 2F ). Interestingly, relative decreased percent of cells in the VC (Post-D28 versus Post-D56: 59% versus 44%) and increased percent of cells in the IR, particularly in GCL (Post-D28 versus Post-D56: 14% versus 26%), were observed on Post-D56 compared with Post-D28 (Fig. 2G) .
These findings indicated that CD133 þ cells, although significantly decreased number of survived cells was observed, could migrated to the IR, particularly GCL, in STZ-induced diabetic mice during the post-transplantation period.
þ Cells Prevents Early Visual Dysfunction in STZ-induced Diabetic Mice with EarlyStage DR
We then tested the effect of CD133
þ cells on visual function in STZ mice after transplantation. The impaired electrical responses of the retina associated with DR have been reported and are related to disease progression 7 . In line with this finding, STZ mice were identified to be involved in DR at the early stage before transplantation on D28 (Pre-D0) with ERG and OPs recordings (Fig. 3A and B) . Significance was observed among four groups (ANOVA: P<0.05) on Post-D28 and Post-D56 (Fig. 3B) . After STZ injection, eyes from either STZ-untreated or STZþPBS group showed a significant decrease in the amplitude of the scotopic a-wave (Fig. 3B1 ) and b-wave (Fig. 3B2) þ showed relatively improved a-wave response, with no significant difference detected between the STZþCD133 þ group and the vehicle group on Post-D56 (Fig. 3B1) . Increased amplitude of P OPs was also observed in the STZþCD133 þ group after transplantation, with statistical significance on Post-D28 but not on Post-D56 ( Fig. 3D3; These data suggested that CD133 þ cell transplantation prevented visual dysfunction in STZ mice in both retinal and post-retinal layers for at least 28 days post-transplantation, resulting in better visual performance up to 56 days posttransplantation.
Transplanted CD133 þ Cells Preserve DiabetesInduced IR Thickness Thinning in STZ Mice
Previous studies have demonstrated that a decreased thickness of the IR layer contributes to a decreased thickness of total retina (TR) layers and is related to neuroretinal dysfunctions 7, 13 . To study the histological changes in the retina associated with the functional results above, we performed retina thickness measurements among four groups (Fig. 4A) , including thickness of TR, IR, IPL, INL, outer plexiform layer (OPL) and outer nuclear layer (ONL), and number of cells in GCL per 100 mm (Fig. 4B ). Significant differences were found among four groups (Fig. 4B ) except for the thickness of the ONL ( Fig. 4B7 ; ANOVA: P>0.5). After DM induction with STZ, retinas from STZ mice were found to have a reduced cell number in the GCL and the thickness of the individual layers above except for the ONL (Fig. 4B) (Fig. 4B7) up to 56 days post-transplantation. There was no significant difference in TR thickness when comparing STZþCD133 þ group with either STZþPBS or vehicle group on both Post-D28 and Post-D56 (Fig. 4B1) .
These data demonstrated that, considering the results of cell survival in IR in Fig. 2 , transplantation of CD133 þ cells were able to suppress diabetes-induced thinning of the IR thickness.
CD133
þ Cell Transplantation Prevents DiabetesInduced RGC and RBC Degeneration in the IR
The early ERG findings in DR strongly suggest that dysfunction begins in the neurons of the IR 7 . The loss of RGCs and RBCs has been reported in diabetes 15 and was detected to occur from D28 post-STZ in our study ( Supplementary Fig.  1B , E, and F). Considering functional and histological results above after transplantation of CD133 þ cells including preserved functions of b-wave and OPs (Fig. 3A and B) , as well as the thickness of the GCL, IPL, INL and OPL (Fig. 4) , RGCs and RBCs changes were analyzed on Post-D28 ( Fig.  5A-E) and Post-D56 (Fig. 5F-J) by immunofluorescence staining. Immunolabeling of RGCs and RBCs was performed with Tuj1 and PKCa markers after CD133 þ cell transplantation. Immunofluorescence staining of retina sections from four groups showed that the retinas of the STZuntreated or STZþPBS group displayed less expression of Tuj1 ( Fig. 5B and G) and PKCa ( Fig. 5A and F) compared with retinas from the vehicle group. After CD133 þ cell
Fig. 2. (Continued). group). Eyes of STZ mice were further assigned into STZþ133
þ group, STZþPBS group, and STZ-untreated group. The day injected was regarded as D0. The day of D28 before transplantation was regarded as Pre-D0. The day on the 28th and 56th day after transplantation were regarded as Post-D28 and Post-D56, respectively. Animal experiments were performed on D28 (Pre-D0), D56 (Post-D28) and D84 (Post-D56). transplantation, STZ mice exhibited increased Tuj1 (Fig. 5B and G) and PKCa (Fig. 5A and F) expression in the retina. Western blotting was further performed to quantify the alterations and revealed the same alterations. Significance was found among four groups. After cell transplantation, the relative levels of both PKCa and Tuj1 in STZþCD133 þ group were significantly higher than those in the STZþPBS group on Post-D28 ( Fig. 5D and E (Fig. 5A3, B3, F3 , and G3) and some cells co-expressing Tuj1 were aligned with other RGCs in the STZþCD133 þ retina (Fig. 5B3 and G3) . In addition, we measured the number and length of dendrites and axons of PKCa-positive cells to study the morphology changes among the four groups, and significance was observed ( Fig. 5C and H ; ANOVA: P<0.05). Significantly reduced numbers and lengths of axons of PKCa-positive cells (Fig. 5C1, C3, H1 , and H3) on either STZ-untreated or STZþPBS mice were found, compared with vehicle on Post-D28 and Post-D56, whereas a shorter length of dendrites was found, but with no significance (Fig.  5C2 and H2) . Transplantation of CD133 þ cells averted these changes and significantly increased the number and length of axons compared with PBS on Post-D28 ( Fig. 5C1 and C3 (Fig. 5H3) but not the number on Post-D56 ( Fig. 5H1 ; STZþPBS versus STZþCD133 þ : 44.03+1.28 mm versus 51.87+1.64 mm for the length of axons with P<0.01). Although no significance was found regarding the length of dendrites between the STZ group and vehicle group, significantly longer dendrites were found in the cell-treated group than in PBS-treated group on both Post-D28 and Post-D56 ( Fig. 5C2 and H2 ; vehicle versus STZþPBS versus STZþCD133 þ : 12.74+0.51 mm versus 10.67+0.81 mm versus 13.61+0.47 mm on Post-D56). No significance was found between the STZ-untreated and STZþPBS group.
These data indicated that CD133þ cells could preserve the IR degeneration, including rescuing the RBC and RGC degeneration, at the early stage of DR.
Neural Differentiation and Neurotrophic Potential of Grafted CD133
þ cells in STZ-Induced Diabetic Retina
Although we observed that transplantation of CD133 þ cells prevented deteriorated function and structure in STZ mice in the early stage of DR, the underlying mechanism remains unclear. The bone marrow contains adult stem cells with the ability to regenerate damaged cells and tissues through cell replacement, trophic support, and immunomodulation 21 . Because we observed the characteristic capacities of neural differentiation (Fig. 1H ) and gene expression of neurotrophic factors (Fig. 1I) in CD133 þ cells in vitro, further investigations on the possibility of neural differentiation and neurotrophic factor expression were performed in retina sections from four groups.
Immunofluorescence results in Fig. 5B3 and G3 showed that transplanted CD133 þ cells migrated to the GCL and expressed Tuj1. Subsequently, we addressed the differentiation capacity of the CD133 þ cells in vivo (Fig. 6 ). The retinas from STZþCD133 þ group were evaluated with immunofluorescence staining and revealed that, some EGFP-labeled CD133 þ cells located in the GCL and optic nerve zone (OPN) were able to co-express Tuj1 but not PKCa ( Fig. 6A; arrowheads) on both Post-D28 and Post-D56. In line of this, we counted the percentage of EGFP þ
Tuj1
þ cells in the total EGFP þ cells (Fig. 6B) or cells in the GCL layer (Fig. 6C) 
þ cells in the total EGFP þ cells on Post-D56 (26%) compared with Post-D28 (13%), and so was the percentage in the GCL (Post-D56 versus Post-D28: 90% versus 70%). We also detected that only scattered EGFP þ cells could co-stain with GFAP ( Fig.  6D; arrowheads) . Considering the location and migration of CD133 þ cells (Fig. 2) , increased number of cells in the GCL (Fig. 4) , and increased expression of Tuj1 (Fig. 5) , we suggested that CD133
þ cells might at least contribute to the prevention of RGCs in the GCL.
However, given that the location of transplanted cells was mainly the GCL, the restoration of visual function and IR due to engrafted cell differentiation might not be sufficient. A previous study of human CD133 þ cells displayed the ability to induce regeneration by a paracrine effect through correct location to the injured sites 41 . We have addressed gene expression of neurotrophic factors in Fig. 1I and above all, the mRNA level of BDNF was relatively the highest. The loss of neurotrophic factors including BDNF has been reported in diabetes rodents 8 . In line with the previous studies regarding the protective role of BDNF on the survival of the RGCs and RBCs 31, 57 , we further assessed the expression of BDNF on the retina sections from four groups (Fig. 7A  and B) . Immunofluorescence staining of BDNF in the retina sections from STZþCD133 þ group on Post-D28 and Post-D56 showed that EGFP-labeled CD133 þ cells migrate to the IR (particularly the GCL) and expressed BDNF (Fig. 7A3 , A7, and C; arrowheads). Representative images of BDNF labeling in retina sections from four groups are displayed in Fig. 7A on both Post-D28 and Post-D56 and revealed that retinas from STZþCD133 þ group expressed a higher level of BDNF than PBS. Quantification of BDNF label was performed to further demonstrate the difference with normalization to vehicle group at each time point as 1 (Fig. 7B) . Significance was found among four groups (ANOVA: P<0.0001). After CD133 þ cell transplantation, retinas showed a significantly increased level of BDNF labeling compared with either STZ-untreated and PBS group up to 
Discussion
This study has demonstrated that, if intravitreally introduced early, bone marrow-derived CD133 þ stem cells could ameliorate visual dysfunctions in STZ mice by IR protection through 56 days post-transplantation. In the present study, we isolated CD133 þ stem cells from the mouse bone marrow and found that they co-expressed phenotypes of HSCs/HPCs and EPCs. The expansion of CD133 þ cells under our culture conditions allowed maintenance of their intrinsic stem/progenitor characteristics for up to six passages. In addition, CD133 þ cells are able to differentiate into neuronal-like cells and expressed abundant trophic factors genes in vitro. We found that, after intravitreal transplantation in STZ mice, CD133
þ cells survived, migrated into the IR and delayed the underlying morphological abnormalities and cell loss in the IR including RGCs and RBCs, which significantly preserve darkadapted visual functions based on observations including ERG (OPs) and optomotor responses. We further demonstrated the potential mechanisms underlying these cell transplantation effects and found that a subset of transplanted CD133 þ cells were able to express the neurotrophic factor of BDNF, and differentiate to express the RGC marker of Tuj1. Moreover, transplantation of these cells increased expression of BDNF in the STZ retina to protect and support retinal cell survival.
Characterization of Mouse Bone Marrow-Derived CD133
þ Stem Cells CD133/prominin-1 is a well-documented stem cell marker that was discovered in 1997 34 . In the present study, we identified approximately 8.78% of mouse BMNCs expressed CD133, which is in line with the results of a previous study 63 . CD133 þ stem cells shared similar phenotypes as those demonstrated in other studies: they were positive for the HSC/HPC markers CD45, CD117, and CD34; the EPC markers CD34 and CD309; and the chemokine marker CD184 but negative for the MSC marker CD90 in humans and mice 38, 63 . As CD133 þ cells occupy a small fraction in bone marrow, expansion efforts are needed to obtain a sufficient number of cells for experiments 39 . In our study, CD133
þ cells did not lose specific expressions of CD133, CD117, CD184, CD45, CD31, and CD309, acquired expression of MSC marker CD90 and more matured HSC/HPC or EPC marker CD34 until P6 (at least about 50 days), and maintained relative high proliferation rate of population doubling time. Previous studies on cultured human CD133 þ cells demonstrated a relatively faster rate of loss of CD133 38, 44, 60 , and expansion of cultured human CD133 þ cells lead to CD90 þ CD34 -MSCs 38, 60 . The observed difference might be due to the fact 39, 60, 64 . Although the ability of HSC/HPCs to fully differentiate into endo-or ectodermal lineages is controversial 11, 21 , emerging evidence supports that CD133 þ cells have the potential to generate multiple functional cell lineages that have contributed to cell therapy in various degenerative diseases, including diabetes 34, 35, 41, 65 . These data suggest that CD133 selection is useful for isolating the adult stem cells from bone marrow with neuroregenerative potential to home to site of injury and protect damaged tissue and cells.
Transplantation of CD133 þ Cells Prevents Visual Function Impairment and IR Degeneration in STZInduced Diabetic Mice
Emerging evidence demonstrated that identifying early neurodegeneration could be a sensitive biomarker for timely management of DR 10 . In our study, we found attenuated dark-adapted ERGs and OPs from D28 post-STZ with worsened duration of hyperglycemia for 84 days, which is consistent with the results from previous studies 14, 61, 62 . Thus we determined the cell-based therapeutic efficacy on visual functions at the early stage of DR on D28 and D56 posttransplantation.
We used ERG and optomotor responses to assess the therapeutic effects of CD133 þ cell transplantation on the visual function. Compared with PBS treatment, transplantation of CD133 þ cells significantly improved the b-wave but not the a-wave on both Post-D28 and Post-D56, whereas OPs on Post-D28 but not on Post-D56. Previous works reported different success only on ERGs in DR rodents treated with different cell types 21, 26, 27, 31, 32, 66 . Our study also found that the visual acuity tested by optomotor responses showed significantly synchronous improvement in CD133 þ cell-treated group, which was consistent with improved ERG responses. The impaired retinal electrical responses were reported to relate to defected visual acuity in diabetic patients and animals 15, 16 . Hence, this finding suggests a relationship of visual performance with electrophysiology of retinal functions, which is consistent with other study 16 . Moreover, according to previous studies, little or no significant improvement in ERG responses was detected with MSCs transplanted in diabetic rodents 84 days post-STZ 26, 27, 32 . This difference might be due to the different time point for intervention. As the time window is quite important for grafted stem cell to reverse or limit the structural damage in the retina 21 , we introduced cells early on D28 post-STZ, when minimal retinopathy had occurred. A recent study revealed that umbilical cord MSC-induced neural stem cells displayed enhanced efficacy over MSCs on ERG responses when introduced on the 4th week post-STZ 31 . These results further indicate that cell-based intervention at an early stage can induce the timely rescue of visual dysfunction in DR mice.
To note, as MSCs are a heterogeneous population and usually form a clump of cells in the VC when intravitreally injected, transplantation of them could lead to the tractional retinal detachment 67 . In addition, the retinal gliosis, vascular obstruction and fibrovascular proliferation are recognized as the complications of MSC-based cell therapy in the retinal dysfunction 21 . However, these adverse effects were not observed in present CD133 þ cells transplantation in DR mice model.
Functional impairment synchronously occurred with underlying IR degeneration in DR 16, 62, 68, 69 . In line with this, considering the ERG, optomotor responses and retina histological thickness data, we found that eyes with robust b-wave and OPs and better acuity had a thicker IR, particularly the thickness of IR, IPL, INL, OPL, together with a greater number of cells in the GCL. In addition, we observed that the surviving, transplanted CD133 þ cells gradually migrated from the VC to the IR over time. Along with the functional results, we suggest that transplanted CD133 þ cells may prevent visual loss by surviving and migrating to protect the IR in STZ mice. This result was consistent with a previous study demonstrating that treatment involving the prevention of GC-IPL degeneration by angiopoietin-1 is related to the improved ERG and visual acuity in diabetic mice 70 . Notably, we found significance of the a-wave amplitude but not on the ONL; the explanation might be that photoreceptors dysfunction instead of cell death has been detected and resulted in the decreased a-wave in diabetes 71 . Emerging evidence demonstrated that impaired scotopic b-wave and OPs reflect early changes in the rod pathway in the IR of diabetic rodents 62, 68, 69 , including RGCs and RBCs [14] [15] [16] 27 . Further investigations of IR neurons including RGCs and RBCs showed that, considering the results above, retinas after transplantation of CD133 þ cells with thicker IRs displayed a greater number and longer axons and dendrites of PKCa-positive cells and a greater expression of Tuj1 and PKCa, of which the staining of these markers extended from GCL to OPL in the retina. This finding has not been reported on previous studies with stem cell or other treatments for DR [26] [27] [28] 31, 70 . Thus considering all the results above, we suggested that, CD133 þ cell transplantation prevents the RGC and RBC degeneration in the IR, which results in thicker IR and improved ERG and optomotor responses in STZ mice with early stage DR. Notably, we examined only neuronal functions and structural changes based on reports that no obvious vascular changes or gliosis occur within 84 days post-STZ 14, 61 . The vascular changes cannot be detected until 6 months and no neovascularization can be detected due to the limited lifespan of mice 61 . Despite this limitation, this study suggests that CD133 þ cell exert therapeutic effects on visual functions in STZ-induced diabetic mice.
Since the number of transplanted cells in our study was limited and there were cell loss over time, the visual function especially OPs could not be preserved for a longer time as the development of DR proceeded. Further investigations should focus on repeated application of cells or optimal methods to increase the cell survival in vivo.
The neuroregenerative Potential of CD133
þ cells in STZ-Induced Diabetic Mice: Neural Differentiation and Neurotrophy
Although we confirmed the therapeutic effect of CD133 þ cells on retinal degeneration in DR mice at the early stage, the underlying mechanism remains unclear. The bone marrow has been reported to contain adult stem cells with the ability to regenerate damaged cells and tissues through cell replacement, trophic support and immunomodulation 21 . Mounting evidence has documented that CD133
þ EPCs can differentiate into endothelial cells for revascularization both in vitro and in vivo 39 . In the present study, we demonstrated the neural differentiation ability of CD133 þ cells in vitro and found that these cells migrated to the GCL and expressed the neural lineage marker Tuj1 after grafted into the STZ retinas. This finding differs from previous works on cell-based therapy for DR that demonstrated that cells such as MSCs have little or no efficacy to integrate or differentiate into the diabetic retina 26, 27, 31 . Recently, the notion that MSCs are able to trans-differentiate into neurons has been widely debated and negated 21 . Nevertheless, Harris et al. reported in vivo differentiation of mouse bone marrowderived CD133 þ cells towards retinal pigment epithelial cells 63 . Growing evidence demonstrates that stem cells regenerate tissue or cells through cell fusion instead of differentiation 72 . In vivo reprogramming of terminally differentiated retinal neurons can occur after fusion with HSC/ HPCs for tissue regeneration 73 . Despite the unclear mechanism of EGFP þ cells co-expressed with retina neuron markers, in our study, we found even more cells in the GCL in the STZþCD133 þ group than in the vehicle group. The possible explanation for this is the prevention of cell loss, proliferation of cells in the GCL, or recruitment of other cell types. Considering the results of increased cells, increased expression of Tuj1 and migration of CD133 þ cells in the GCL in our study, we suggest that transplanted CD133 þ cells may contribute to the increased expression of Tuj1 and directly or indirectly protect RGCs against death in STZ mice. However, it should be noted that our study only examined staining of specific markers, further studies are required to assess the functional integration of these cells, such as functional synapse formation. Moreover, since only approximately 50% of the neurons in the GCL of the mouse retina are RGCs 53 , an exploration into other neuroretinal cell types such as amacrine cell as targets for CD133 þ cells treatment is merited. A recent study demonstrated that direct cell replacement with a single cell type for reconstruction might have a limited therapeutic effect because the damaged retina should be regarded as a whole 21 . A previous study of human CD133 þ cells displayed the ability to induce regeneration of surrounding cells by paracrine molecules through correct location to injured sites 41 . In our study, given that the location of transplanted cells was mainly the GCL, the restoration of visual function due to engrafted cell differentiation might not be sufficient.
We found that CD133 þ cells could express robust neurotrophic factors genes at the transcriptional level (including NGF, BDNF, GDNF and CNTF, particularly BDNF) in vitro compared with CD133 -cells. These neurotrophic factors were decreased and thus compromised neuroprotection in diabetes 8 . To enhance the expression and function of these neuroprotective factors synthesized by the retina could be a therapeutic target in DR 6, 8 . In our study, we found that transplanted CD133
þ cells migrated to the GCL, expressed BDNF, and increased BDNF level in the cell-treated retinas compared with vehicle, STZ-untreated or PBS group. Previous studies have demonstrated a protective role of BDNF in the retina including RGCs and RBCs in retina degeneration 57 and DR 8, 31 . BDNF could reach the INL and ONL, increase RGC survival in diabetic animals 31 , and shape the dendrites of RBCs in a retina degeneration animal model 57 . Hence, we suggested that the preservation of visual function and IR degeneration in STZ-induced diabetic retina transplanted with CD133 þ cells might be involved in a BDNFdependent mechanism to protect retinal neurons. Further studies to block or overexpress BDNF will help to investigate the precise mechanism, which might provide significant information regarding specific trophic factors that are indicated in the pathogenesis and prevention of DR.
In summary, this study reveals the neuronal regenerating potential of transplanted CD133 þ stem cells in DR at the early stages, including visual functional preservations with underlying structural inner retina amelioration in STZinduced diabetic mice with DR. Further studies should extend the experimental time to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of these cells at the late stage of DR on microvascular changes through the use of appropriate animal models and elucidate the specific underlying mechanism of the protective effect of CD133 þ stem cells on the retina with the aim of extending clinical applications.
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